
 

THIS NOTICE IS IMPORTANT AND REQUIRES THE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION OF THE SECURITYHOLDERS. NOT FOR 

PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION IN, OR TO ANY PERSON LOCATED OR RESIDENT IN, THE UNITED STATES, THEIR 

TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS OR TO ANY U.S. PERSON OR TO ANY OTHER PERSON LOCATED OR RESIDENT IN 

ANY OTHER COUNTRY WHERE IT IS ILLEGAL TO DELIVER, PUBLISH OR DISTRIBUTE THIS DOCUMENT. IF IN DOUBT 

ABOUT THE ACTION TO BE TAKEN, SECURITYHOLDERS SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONSULT THEIR INDEPENDENT 

PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS (IF THE SECURITYHOLDERS IS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, AN ADVISOR AUTHORISED 

UNDER THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS ACT 2000).  

 

EXPLANATORY REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON THE ONLY ITEM ON THE AGENDA OF THE MEETING 

OF THE SECURITYHOLDERS (THE “MEETING”) PREPARED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 125-TER OF LEGISLATIVE 

DECREE 24 FEBRUARY 1998 NO. 158 

"€1,250,000,000 CAPITAL SECURITIES DUE 2074" (ISIN: XS0954675129) ISSUED BY ENEL S.p.A. (“ENEL”, THE 

“COMPANY” OR THE “ISSUER”) 

 

Approval, pursuant to Article 2415, paragraph 1, no. 2), of the Italian Civil Code, and by means of an 

extraordinary resolution, of amendments to the terms and conditions of the securities "€1,250,000,000 Capital 

Securities due 2074" (ISIN: XS0954675129), consisting of, among others, the amendment of the maturity of 

the Securities and the deletion of the events of default, as well as further amendments to the terms and 

conditions, the Trust Deed and the Agency Agreement; related and consequent resolutions. 

 

Dear Securityholders, 

you have been called to discuss and resolve on the approval, pursuant to Article 2415, paragraph 1, no. 2), of 

the Italian Civil Code, and by means of an extraordinary resolution (the "Extraordinary Resolution"), 

amendments to the terms and conditions of the securities "€1,250,000,000 Capital Securities due 2074" (ISIN: 

XS0954675129) (the "Securities"), consisting of, among others, the amendment of the maturity of the Securities 

and the deletion  of the events of default, as well as further amendments to the terms and conditions of the 

Securities, the Trust Deed and the Agency Agreement, as further described below. 

Context and reasons for the Extraordinary Resolution proposal  

On 1 September 2020, in execution of the resolution passed by the Company's Board of Directors on 10 June 

2020, Enel successfully placed on the European market a "perpetual" hybrid non-convertible subordinated 

securities denominated in Euro offered to institutional investors, for a total amount of € 600,000,000.00 (the 

"New Securities"). 

Unlike the Securities, the New Securities does not have a fixed maturity date, but will become due and payable 

and will be redeemed in the event of dissolution or liquidation of the Company, as specified in the relevant 

terms and conditions, and does not provide for events of default. 

The amendments submitted to the Meeting are aimed at aligning the terms and conditions of the Securities to 

the ones of the New Securities. 

In accordance with the applicable IFRS accounting principles, as a result of these amendments, the Securities 

will cease to be accounted as financial liability in the Company's financial statements and will be accounted for 

as equity. 



 

The context and reasons for the proposed Extraordinary Resolution are also illustrated in the memorandum 

relating to the consent solicitation published on the website of Enel S.p.A. (the "Issuer" or "Enel") www.enel.com, 

within the section “Investors” (the "Consent Solicitation Memorandum").  

Securityholders are invited to read this report (the "Explanatory Report") and the Consent Solicitation 

Memorandum before deciding how to cast their vote in relation to the proposed Extraordinary Resolution. 

Proposed amendments to the terms and conditions of the Securities 

Proposed amendments to the terms and conditions of the Securities are analytically indicated in annex 1 to this 

Explanatory Report. 

Documents available for consultation  

Securityholders may (a) during working hours on each day of the week (Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays 

excluded) before and during the Meeting, at the Issuer's registered office at Viale Regina Margherita, No. 137, 

Rome, Italy, and (b) during the Meeting and upon request to Lucid Issuer Services Limited, the Tabulation Agent, 

by email: enel@lucid-is.com, consult copies of the following documents. These documents will be available for 

inspection up to 15 minutes before and during the Meeting: 

 the notice of the Meeting; 

 this Explanatory Report; 

 the Consent Solicitation Memorandum (setting out the proposed amendments to the terms and the 

conditions of the Securities); and 

 the Trust Deed (setting out the terms and conditions of the Securities); 

 the Agency Agreement; 

 the draft Supplemental Trust Deed (setting out the proposed amendments to the terms and the conditions 

of the Securities); 

 the draft Supplemental Agency Agreement. 

The above documents are also published on the Issuer's website: www.enel.com in the "Investors" section.  

The notice of call of the Shareholders' Meeting has also been published on the website of the Irish Stock 

Exchange (www.ise.ie), on the authorised storage mechanism called "eMarket Storage" 

(www.emarketstorage.com), and has been distributed to Securityholders through Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. and 

Clearstream Banking, société anonyme. The notice of the Meeting was also published by the Company in the 

daily newspaper "Milano Finanza" on 24 October 2020.  

 

In view of the above, we submit the following Extraordinary Resolution to the Meeting for approval in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of the Securities and the Trust Deed:  

EXTRAORDINARY RESOLUTION 

“The meeting (the “Meeting”) of the securityholders (the “Securityholders”) of the “€1,250,000,000 Capital 

Securities due 2074” (ISIN: XS0954675129) (the “Securities”) issued by ENEL S.p.A. (“ENEL” or the “Issuer”) based 

on a resolution of the Board of Directors of the Issuer dated 7 May 2013, on the basis of a trust deed dated 10 

September 2013 (the “Trust Deed”) entered into between the Issuer and BNY Mellon Corporate Trustee Services 

Limited, as trustee (the “Trustee”) for the Securityholders: 



 

RESOLVES: 

1. to consent to and approve, pursuant to Article 2415, paragraph 1., n. 2 of the Italian Civil Code, the 

amendments to the terms and conditions of the Securities, as analytically set out in the document 

attached to this resolution (the “Extraordinary Resolution”), consisting of, among others, the 

amendment of the maturity of the Securities and the deletion of the events of default; 

2. to consent to and approve the amendment of the Trust Deed by way of a supplemental trust deed in 

the manner set out in the draft of the supplemental trust deed which, if this Extraordinary Resolution 

is duly passed, will be entered into between the Issuer and the Trustee in order to amend the terms 

and conditions of the Securities attached thereto and effect certain further amendments to the Trust 

Deed in connection, among others, with the amendment of the terms and conditions of the Securities 

(the “Supplemental Trust Deed”), the draft of the Supplemental Trust Deed being substantially in the 

form submitted to the Meeting and made available on the Issuer’s website www.enel.com, in the section 

“Investors”; 

3. to consent to and approve the amendment of the agency agreement dated 10 September 2013 (the 

“Agency Agreement”) entered into between the Issuer, the Trustee and The Bank of New York Mellon, 

London Branch, in its capacity as agent bank and principal paying agent (the “Principal Paying Agent”), 

by way of a supplemental agency agreement in the manner set out in the draft of the supplemental 

agency agreement which, if this Extraordinary Resolution is duly passed, will be entered into between, 

among others, the Issuer, the Trustee and the Principal Paying Agent to amend the terms and conditions 

of the Agency Agreement in connection, among others, with the amendment of the terms and 

conditions of the Securities (the “Supplemental Agency Agreement”), the draft of the Supplemental 

Agency Agreement being substantially in the form submitted to the Meeting and made available on the 

Issuer’s website www.enel.com,, in the section “Investors”; 

4. to authorise, sanction, direct, request, instruct and empower the Trustee to concur with the 

amendments referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this Extraordinary Resolution and, in order to give 

effect to and to implement such modifications, on or shortly after the passing of this Extraordinary 

Resolution, to execute the Supplemental Trust Deed and the Supplemental Agency Agreement in the 

form of drafts submitted to this Meeting and made available on the Issuer’s website www.enel.com, in 

the section “Investors”, with such amendments (if any) thereto as the Trustee may deem appropriate in 

its absolute discretion; 

5. to authorise, sanction, direct, request, instruct and empower the Issuer to authorise, sanction, direct, 

request, instruct and empower the Agents to execute the Supplemental Agency Agreement in the form 

of draft submitted to this Meeting and made available on the Issuer’s website www.enel.com, in the 

section “Investors”, with such amendments (if any) thereto as the Trustee may deem appropriate in its 

absolute discretion and to do all such other deeds, instruments, acts and things as may be necessary, 

desirable or expedient to carry out and to give effect to this Extraordinary Resolution and the 

implementation of the Amendments; 

6. to approve the preparation of, and entry into of, any documentation in relation thereto which the 

competent authorities may require to be prepared in connection with the amendment to the terms and 

conditions of the Securities and related amendments described in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this 

Extraordinary Resolution; 

7. to authorise, sanction, direct, request, instruct and empower the Trustee in its absolute discretion to 

concur with, and to execute and do, all such deeds, instruments, acts and things as may be necessary 

or desirable to carry out and give effect to this Extraordinary Resolution; 



 

8. to waive any claim that the Securityholders may have against the Trustee arising as a result of any loss 

or damage (including legal fees and taxes) which the Securityholders may suffer or incur as a result of 

the Trustee taking any action in accordance with this Extraordinary Resolution and the Securityholders 

further confirm that they will not seek to hold the Trustee liable for any such loss or damage (including 

legal fees and taxes), whether or not such losses were foreseeable to the Trustee;  

9. to discharge, indemnify and exonerate the Trustee from all liabilities (including legal fees and taxes) 

for which it may have become or may become responsible under the Trust Deed or the Securities in 

respect of any act or omission in connection with this Extraordinary Resolution or its implementation, 

the amendments and modifications referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this Extraordinary Resolution or 

the implementation of those amendments; 

10. resolve that the Trustee shall not be responsible for acting upon this Extraordinary Resolution even 

though it may be subsequently found that there is a defect in the passing of this Extraordinary 

Resolution or that for any reason this Extraordinary Resolution is not valid or binding 

11. to acknowledge that the matters – and more generally – the resolutions on the agenda do not extinguish 

or replace the obligations deriving from the Securities or otherwise arising out therefrom; 

12. to acknowledge that capitalised terms used in this Extraordinary Resolution and not otherwise defined 

have the same meanings as given to them in the Trust Deed; 

13. to approve,  sanction and assent to every abrogation, amendment and modification, compromise or 

arrangement in respect of the rights of the Securityholders against the Issuer whether such rights shall 

arise under the Trust Deed, or otherwise involved in or resulting from this Extraordinary Resolution, 

the amendments referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3  (including but not limited to the change of the 

maturity of the Securities, the deletion of the events of default), or their implementation and/or the 

amendments and modifications to the Trust Deed, the Agency Agreement or their implementation (in 

the manner set out in the draft Supplemental Trust Deed an the Supplemental Agency Agreement); and 

14. to vest the Board of Directors – and, on its behalf, the Charmain and the Chief Executive Officer, 

severally and with power to sub-delegate – with any powers necessary to implement the resolutions 

set out in the paragraphs above and carry out anything required, appropriate, instrumental and/or 

connected for the successful implementation of these resolutions. 



Annex 1

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the Securities
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